C75 Electric Blackout
YewdaleDefiant® Blackout Blinds

Blackout Unit Profile Dimension Guide
Model
C75

C75 Electric Blackout
Features:

The YewdaleDefiant® C75 electric blackout
unit features a 230v AC motor as standard. All
hardware in black powder-coated aluminium,
with moulded black plastic fittings, for face or
recess fixing and encloses 53mm grooved
aluminium barrel, controlled by 230v AC
motor. Blackout fabric, with heavy-duty
bottom bar, is locked into a groove in the
barrel and runs in 75mm side channels. Slim
bottom channel for positive attachment to
side channels. Light-transfer baffles within
side and bottom channels, and side channels
and head-box fitted with pileseal light sealing.
The motor is controlled by a switch/
transformer which may be surface or flush
mounted (not supplied as standard).

Benefits:

The C75 is a premium 100% blackout unit with
the luxury of fingertip electrical control. Its
quiet and reliable motor is housed within the
barrel and supported by sturdy, aluminium
cassette system. With the RF or infrared
remote, and/or group control option, almost
any control configuration can be achieved.

Cassette Size
(HxD)

Barrel Size Ø

Side Channel
Size (WxD)

Side cheek

100 x 100mm

53mm

75 x 20mm

Metal

70080L
Side cheek left

70600
Key bearing
motor

70010
Headbox with 70713 13mm pile seal
70020
Headbox cover
with 70713
13mm pile seal

980012
Adaptor set
918240
53mm tube

980000
230v AC motor
980001
230v AC motor
with built in receiver

70600
Key bearing
70080R
Side cheek right
70050
Recess fixing
strip

70160
Windcheat bar

700815
Side cheek
screw

70030
Bottom rail

70070
Top guide

70785
8mm pile seal

70040
Channel
70785
8mm pile seal

Options:

White hardware; No bottom channel, with
bottom bar running down to sill; Remote and/
or group control systems; Available in any RAL
colour.

911777
End plug

70163
Fabric insert
70055
Face fixing strip

Specification:

The YewdaleDefiant® C75 electric 100%
blackout unit with 230v AC motor as
manufactured by Yewdale, +44 (0)1268
570900. Flame retardant blackout fabric from
the YewdaleDefiant® range, locked into
grooved 53mm aluminium barrel along with
aluminium bottom rail as standard. 230v AC
motor housed within black/white powdercoated aluminium head-box cassette with side
and bottom channels and bottom bar.

70057
Joining bar

70050
Recess fixing strip

70041
Bottom channel

Please refer to NBS Plus N10 240.
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